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Abstract

The comparison of simulated and real data in the Antares experiment shows some discrepancies. Differences are observed
in the charge distribution of background hits, in the trigger efficiency, and in the counting rate of 40K decay induced
events. These discrepancies must be understood to improve data analysis. It turns out that most of the simulated/real
data mismatch can be explained by a undetailed description of the PMT response in the simulations. PMT parameters
such as late pulses, afterpulses and angular acceptance have been reviewed and when necessary measurements of these
parameters have been carried out using Antares PMTs and optical modules. In addition a more detailed simulation of
the angular acceptance of the Antares optical module has been performed. Results of these studies are presented.
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1. Introduction1

ANTARES is an underwater neutrino telescope at 25002

m depth in the Mediterranean Sea, 40 km off the shore of3

Toulon. The experiment aims to detect high energy cos-4

mic neutrinos using a 3D array of 900 photomultipliers5

[1]. The ANTARES detector is composed of 12 strings an-6

chored on the seabed and pulled up by a buoy. A string7

is 480m long, it consists of an anchor and 25 storeys. The8

storey comprises 3 optical modules (OMs) each one made9

of a 17” glass sphere housing a 10” HAMAMATSU photo-10

multiplier tube (PMT), looking downwards at 45 degrees11

to the vertical. The experiment delivers data since March12

2006, when the first line was connected. Since May 200813

the ANTARES telescope is fully operational. The large14

amount of collected data allowed a detailed comparison15

of these data with respect to the simulated ones. Some16

discrepancies were found in the charge distribution of the17

background hits (experimental data have a much longer18

tail at large amplitudes), in trigger efficiency, and in the19

observed counting rate of 40K induced events. Most parts20

of these mismatches can be explained by an oversimplified21

description of the PMTs and of the OMs in simulations.22

To obtain a more precise description of these detector com-23

ponents, a series of new measurements on the PMTs and24

OMs have started in Antares. In the first part of the pa-25

per we report on the angular acceptance of Antares optical26

modules while the measurement of the PMT parameters27
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such as late and after pulses is presented in the second28

part.29

2. Angular acceptance30

2.1. Scan of OM surface31

Scans using a light emitting diode (LED) with maxi-32

mum intensity centred at 470 nm were performed on two33

available OMs at the Erlangen Centre for Astroparticle34

Physics (ECAP). OMs were scanned using a goniometer-35

scanner in a few direction across OM’s centre of symmetry36

with steps of 2 degrees. LED pulses of 20 ns long were37

delivered to the OM surface via optical fibre. For each38

scan point, at least 10,000 pulses were collected. The light39

beam of ∼1 mm diameter was always perpendicular to40

the OM surface. OM response signals were digitized us-41

ing analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) CAMAC’s mod-42

ule LeCroy 2249A.43

Signal amplitude was changed from a few tens of photo-44

electrons (phe) down to ∼1 phe for different points of45

scans. The following analysis procedure was then applied46

to the scan data. The number of photoelectrons (phe)47

at each point of the scan was assumed to be Poisson dis-48

tributed P(n;µ), where µ is the average number of phe per49

pulse. The charge distribution of the single phe was ap-50

proximated by a Gaussian function with parameters Q1 -51

mean charge, and σ1. Parameters of n-phe charge distribu-52

tion were calculated as follow: Qn = n·Q1, σ2
n = n·σ2

1+σ2
0 ,53

where σ0 is obtained from the pedestal distribution fitted54

with the Gauss function. This parameter characterises the55

electronics noise. Small amplitude signals (see Fig. 1) were56
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Figure 1: Fit of the optical module signal response for large angle
and correspondently small amplitude.
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Figure 2: Fit of the optical module signal response for small angle
and correspondently large amplitude. Single photoelectron parame-
ters are fixed.

fitted by a combination of the above described Poisson and57

Gauss functions with free parameters µ, Q1, and σ1. For58

large amplitude signals (see Figure 2), parameters Q1 and59

σ1 were taken from the small amplitude signal fit and fixed.60

61

The values of the mean number of phe obtained for62

each point were normalised to the point at -10 degrees from63

the centre. An example of the resulting scan distribution64

is shown in Figure 3. The large depletion at the centre is65

caused by a badly transparent spot in the glass in this par-66

ticular OM. A few small depletions at -25◦, -15◦, and 22◦67

are produced by the shadows of the µ-metal cage surround-68

ing the PMT to shield the magnetic field of the Earth. The69

same Figure shows that the light beam misses the PMT’s70

photocathode at angles -48◦ and 45◦. The increase of the71

signal at larger angles is due to the internal reflection to-72

wards the photocathode of the light at the gel-air surface.73

The asymmetry of the presented distribution is caused by74

a non-homogeneous detection efficiency of the PMT over75

the photocathode surface. The radial scans on the OMs76

were used in dedicated Geant 4 simulations of the Antares77

OM. In these simulations, the photodetection efficiency of78

the PMT over the photocathode area was tuned to fit the79
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Figure 3: Radial scan of the Antares optical module at ECAP

Figure 4: Scanner at APC with an OM

experimental OM radial scans. Then, the OM angular ac-80

ceptance was obtained simulating the OM response to a81

parallel light beam in water illuminating the whole OM at82

different inclinations angles. The resulting angular accep-83

tance curve is presented in Figure 8 as dashed line.84

The goniometer used for these measurements had only85

one automated degree of freedom. For this reason, a full86

scan measurement was time consuming and the scanning87

of the whole OM surface was almost impossible. The full88

surface scan could provide much more accurate informa-89

tion for the simulations. Therefore, an upgrade of the90

scanner has been recently done at ECAP with the exten-91

sion at 3 automated degrees of freedom. An even more92

advanced scanner has been developed at the AstroPartic-93

ule et Cosmologie (APC) laboratory in Paris. The design94

of the scanner with 5 degrees of freedom is presented in95

Figure 4. This setup allows to scan the whole OM surface96

with any inclination of the light beam. The first detailed97

sensitivity map of the Antares OM is presented in Figure 5.98

A radial scan of the Antares optical module is presented99

in Figure 6.100

2.2. Angular acceptance in water101

The test bench at ECAP is equipped with a large wa-102

ter tank (see Figure 7) which was used for measurements103
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Figure 5: Scan of the whole surface of the Antares optical module at
APC. Colors indicate OM’s sensitivity in arbitrary units

Figure 6: Radial scan of the Antares optical module at APC. Pho-
ton detection efficiency (y-axis) was obtained using NIST calibrated
photodiode.

Figure 7: Drawing of the OM angular acceptance measurements in
water tank

of the angular acceptance of the Antares OMs in tap wa-104

ter. The OM was deployed ∼60 cm under water. The OM105

holder allows the OM rotation in a vertical plane in the106

range of ±180◦ with steps of 0.36◦. In the presented mea-107

surements, the scan range was ±129.6◦ with steps of 5.4◦.108

At the opposite side of the tank, an LED sealed into a gel109

bulb was set up. A light diffuser was glued to the side of110

the bulb faced towards the OM while the other sides were111

covered with a black neoprene. The same type of LED112

(470 nm) as for the surface scans was used. The LED was113

driven with 20 ns electric pulses at a frequency of 1 kHz.114

Small non-rotating neoprene walls were used on the sides115

of the OM to reject scattered light from the sides. A black116

plastic film was placed a few centimetres under water to117

prevent internal reflections of light from the surface and118

to protect from outside light. The same read-out as de-119

scribed in Section 2.1 was used while the intensity of the120

light source was adjusted to detect 30-40 phe per pulse for121

the front illuminated OM. For the largest angles, 0.3-0.5122

phe per pulse was detected. The same analysis method as123

in Section 2.1 was applied to the obtained data.124

The results of scans of two OMs are presented in Fig-125

ure 8 as solid lines. There, the angular acceptance ob-126

tained from simulations with Geant 4 is shown as a dashed127

line. In principle, the simulated and experimental curves128

should be identical. For large angles (cos(A)<-0.5), the129

differences can be ascribed to the presence of scattered130

light in the measurements, as confirmed by the flattering131

of the curves. In addition, the detected signal for these an-132

gles was below 1 phe. Therefore, for future measurements133

in a water tank, a more careful protection from scattered134

light should be taken. Differences in the middle range of135

angles (-0.5<cos(A)<0.6) are to be understood. They can136

originate from both sides – from simulations, because of137

limited input from radial surface scans of OMs, and from138

measurements, because of presence of scattered light.139
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Figure 8: Angular acceptance of the Antares optical module.

3. Afterpulses140

The measurements of the afterpulses on a 10-inch R7081141

PMT of Antares were performed in the INFN Laboratory142

in Genova. A laser with 439 nm wavelength and pulse143

duration of a few ps was used as a light source. Illumi-144

nation level was ∼0.01 phe/pulse to produce on average145

one signal at the PMT anode every 500 light pulses sent146

by the laser. The output of the PMT anode was sent to a147

fast, 1GHz, CAEN digitizer V1731 in coincidence with the148

Laser SYNC out. Signals with amplitude higher than 10149

mV were sampled in a predefined time window synchro-150

nized with laser pulses. This window can be as long as 16151

µs.152

The time distribution of these single phe PMT pulses153

with respect to the laser is presented in Figure 9 as a solid154

line. The main peak of the distribution at a fixed electronic155

delay of 100 ns is followed by late pulses up to 150 ns. Hits156

before the main pulses and after the late pulses are dark157

noise pulses. Late pulses can be caused by photoelectrones158

elastically scattered on the first dynode and accelerated159

back by the electric field or by photons ejected from dyn-160

odes by electrons and arriving at the photocathode. In161

some cases, these are observed in a presence of the main162

pulse. If so, such pulses are identified as fast afterpulses.163

When the main peak is fitted by a gaussian on a flat back-164

ground dark noise, the amount of late pulses is equal to165

28% of all detected hits. Usually, only the broad main166

peak of the one phe transit time distribution (TT) of the167

PMT is used in simulations to describe the full PMT’s168

timing response. However, this is not enough for an ad-169

equate description of a PMT. The use of the shown late170

pulse distribution in simulations can increase their quality171

and solve discrepancies in trigger efficiency and counting172

rate of 40K background events.173

Another observed type of afterpulses is presented in174

Figure 10. These afterpulses are caused by atoms/molecules175

of the residual gases ionised by the photoelectrons which176

drift towards the photocathode. The typical arrival time177

of these afterpulses is a few microseconds. Therefore, they178

are called ”late afterpulses”. The total amount of late af-179

Figure 9: Time distribution of detected pulses for the Hamamatsu
10-inch R7081 PMT. Solid line – all pulses for the uniform illumi-
nated PMT. Dashed line (long dashes) – gauss fit of the main peak.
Dashed line (short dashes) – all pulses for the PMT illuminated at
centre.

Figure 10: Observed distribution of late afterpulses in a time range
of 0.5 − 9µs with a high peak at ∼ 7µs for the Hamamatsu 10-inch
R7081 PMT.

terpulses in the measured PMT is 0.8% of the detected180

main hits. Late afterpulses have very broad and relatively181

flat charge distribution achieving values of more than 10182

phe. This fact explains the observed long tail of large183

charge hits in experimental Antares data, which was not184

taking into account the distribution of afterpulses in the185

earlier simulations.186
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